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FRENCH POLICE DID A SUCCESSFUL ASSAULT IN SAINT DENIS AFTER THE
BLACK FRIDAY ATT
ABDELHAMID ABAOUD MIGHT BE CAUGHT OR NOT

Paris, Washington DC, 19.11.2015, 04:35 Time

USPA NEWS - Saint Denis is peripheral city of Paris (Paris Nord going towards the motorway to Belgium (A1 / A3) or is the Stade de
France was attack by a suicide bomber bomb Friday, November 13th. C. It is also the city of the famous Saint Denis Basilica hosting
famous historical people buried of France.

A PERILOUS POLICE OPERATION WAS CAREFULLY PREPARED BEFORE THE ASSAULT IN SAINT DENIS LAST
NIGHT--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
An attack consists of police of the BIS and Raid, has leads one of the most dangerous operations ever effected on such a scale in
France, to find the terrorist as research France Abdelhamid Abaaoud. The assault began around 4:30 am. Over an hour and a half of
shooting, explosions, and deflagrations. There have also been exchanges of heavy fire to 4:40, or 20 minutes of operation certainly
which is one of the most perilous of all BRI and RAID (Special French Forces of Police).--------------------
5000 SHOOTING CARTRIDGES DURING THE ASSAULT IN WHICH LASTED FROM 4:30 AM TO 11:30 AM IN SAINT DENIS ON
NOVEMBER 18----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is Abdelhamid Abaaoud because it was reported this come to Paris. The third floor of the building where is the apartment
housing the target. Shots are bursts of automatic weapons Films by neighbours who attends far has this operation with their mobile
phones. On the inside the apartment of a woman has had exchanges with the police, and was thrown follows with an explosive vest.
Then blast devastated the apartment and the ceiling collapses. Hence the inability of the police to act as soon after the confusion of
smoke and dust. As soon as the sun goes up while the area was still under surveillance by helicopters and army teams of firefighters
and police officers who were present and ready to intervene. Using a robot police are discovering two wounded survivors and two
others who died. Two of the attackers still alive, are first stripped in order to verify if they hold weapons or explosives. before to led
them to hospital. They are under the supervision of the police
authority.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The prosecutor in the presence of Francois Molins alongside Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve who arrived on the scene early in
the morning and stated that "Of the phone calls by the telephone tapping. Abdelhamid would reveal to be in that apartment in Saint
Denis“�.
Source: Interior Ministry and Agencies
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